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It seems that acquiring Carriage would be a natural step forward to their current offering under the Talabat
brand and the company hopes this acquisition will enable them to strengthen their foothold in the GCC
region. For companies like Delivery Hero, this region has become increasingly attractive, as the region has
demonstrated a significant potential for growth, as the food delivery market continues to evolve and
mature.
However, new developments suggest that the local Kuwaiti authorities are taking a closer look at the
acquisition in order to determine if it may result in impeding competition in Kuwait. The Authority for the
Protection of Competition (“Authority”) was established by virtue of Law no. 10 for the year 2007 (the
“Competition Law”) and is connected to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (“MOCI”). The Authority
has considered that the acquisition of Carriage, which is currently operating in the State of Kuwait and
other GCC countries under the Talabat brand, may be harmful to competition in the food delivery market
and could potentially result in the monopolisation of these services by one operator, Delivery Hero.
Accordingly, the Authority is now considering the matter and the acquisition has been ceased till a final
decision is issued.
As per the Competition law, harmful economic practices which result in unfair competition are prohibited.
Article 4 of the Competition Law, details various activities which are prohibited, including for example the
following:
●

●

●
●
●
●

●

Manipulating or fixing prices through fictitious transactions contrary to market principles and in a way
that harms competitors;
Totally or partially restricting the flow of goods into and out of the market without justification by
concealing them or refraining from dealing in the same;
Preventing or hindering a competitor from conducting business in the market;
Selling goods for less than their actual cost with the intention of harming competitors;
Providing conditions in a tender that name a particular trademark or type of commodity to be purchased;
Dividing the market by categorising them according to geographical location, distribution centre, type of
customer or commodity or season or time period, with the intent of harming competitors;
Destroying equal opportunities between competitors by distinguishing some over others in the conditions
of the sale or purchase agreements without due reason, or by leaking information for the benefit of one
competitor and not from others.

In the present case of Delivery Hero’s acquisition attempt, the Authority may be of the view that this
acquisition could prevent or hinder a competitor from entering or conducting business in the food delivery
market, which would run afoul at least one of the provisions of Article 4.
Notwithstanding the above, Delivery Hero does have the option to apply for an exemption with respect to
the Carriage acquisition. Article 5 of the Competition Law stipulates that “[t]he Authority … shall have the
right to allow some of the practices, agreements, contracts and decisions which can limit competition, and
can materialise defined and prominent benefits to the consumer that will exceed the impact of limiting

competition”. Therefore, if Delivery Hero argues for this exemption and the Authority deems that the
benefits to the consumer with respect to this acquisition outweigh any harmful effect the acquisition may
have on competition, then the Authority will allow the acquisition to proceed.
The review process is not simple, and can at times be daunting for companies who are eager to proceed
with their investments and plan the next steps in achieving a smooth acquisition. During this process,
relevant parties must provide various corporate documents and the parties’ agreement for the Authority to
review. Additionally, the Authority may request that companies submit various other reports, supporting
documents on their proposed merger or acquisition, documents relating to the practical and economical
impact the acquisition will have, in order for the Authority to have the relevant information and be able to
determine the effect such a venture will likely have on the particular sector of the market. In certain
circumstances, the parties are obligated to notify the Authority of their intent for a merger or acquisition,
at least 60 days prior to the acquisition date, and failure to do so may result in penalties under the
Competition Law.
Considering this recent scrutiny by the Authority in Kuwait, it would be prudent for companies to carefully
consider the various provisions of Kuwait’s Competition Law, the effect on the relevant market sectors, and
to have a strategy in place for dealing with potential scrutiny by the Authority. In the case of Delivery
Hero, it remains to be seen if the Authority will ultimately allow the acquisition of Carriage to proceed, but
nevertheless, this outcome will prove to be an important guide for other companies considering
acquisitions of similar scope in Kuwait.

